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IMPORTANT: Please read the following before continuing. The following applies to this document, the oral presentation of the information in this document by Fastned B.V. (the Company) or any person on behalf of the Company, and 
any question-and-answer session that follows the oral presentation (collectively, the Information). The Information has been prepared by the Company for background purposes only and does not purport to be full or complete. No 
reliance may be placed for any purpose on the Information or its accuracy, fairness or completeness. The Information and opinions contained therein are provided as at the date of the presentation and are subject to change without 
notice.  

The Information may include forward-looking statements, which are based on current expectations and projections about future events. These statements may include, without limitation, any statements preceded by, followed by or 
including words such as “target”, “believe”, “expect”, “aim”, “intend”, “may”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “plan”, “project”, “will”, “can have”, “likely”, “should”, “would”, “could” and other words and terms of similar meaning or the negative thereof. 
These forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions about the Company and its subsidiaries and investments, including, among other things, the development of its business, trends in its operating 
industry, and future capital expenditures. In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the events in the forward-looking statements may not occur. No representation or warranty is made that any forward-looking statement 
will come to pass. No one undertakes to publicly update or revise any such forward-looking statement. The Information and the opinions contained therein are provided as at the date of the presentation and are subject to change 
without notice.  

The Information does not purport to be comprehensive. To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Company, nor any of its subsidiary undertakings or affiliates, directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents accepts any 
responsibility or liability whatsoever for (whether in contract, tort or otherwise) or makes any representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, as to the truth, fullness, fairness, accuracy or completeness of the Information.

To the extent available, the industry, market and competitive position data contained in the Information come from official or third party sources. Third party industry publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data 
contained therein have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company reasonably believes that each of these publications, studies 
and surveys has been prepared by a reputable party, neither the company, nor any of the respective subsidiary undertakings or affiliates, or their respective directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents have independently verified 
the data contained therein. In addition, certain of the industry, market and competitive position data contained in the Information come from the Company’s own internal research and estimates based on the knowledge and experience 
of the Company’s management in the markets in which the Company operates. While the Company reasonably believes that such research and estimates are reasonable and reliable, they, and their underlying methodology and 
assumptions, have not been verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change. Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on any of the industry, market or competitive position data 
contained in the Information.  

The Information has been prepared by the Company solely for information purposes only. This document does not constitute an offer of securities to the public in the Netherlands or in any other jurisdiction. Persons into whose 
possession this document comes should observe all relevant restrictions

Disclaimer
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Management report



Our mission is to accelerate the 
transition to electric mobility by 
giving freedom to electric drivers



Our goal is
a European network 
of 1000 stations 



Temperature on our earth is rising at an alarming rate



Root cause: fossil fuels creating CO2 emissions 



Our climate impact: with the selling of every kWh we displace fossil 
fuels not burning up in the atmosphere

Exponentially growing 
impact in terms of 

tonnes of CO2  
avoided

ESG is at the core of 
Fastned’s business 

model

100% sun and wind 
energy



We’re ten years young!



From zero to 200, we’re going full steam ahead

https://docs.google.com/file/d/15XPcJsz0rLmsw5uiPMS8gCwRi0aK378o/preview


In 2021, we further expanded our network



We doubled our charging revenue



This helped us avoid 16,410 tonnes of CO2 

2.600x 89%



We hit another important milestone 



Strong underlying market growth is driving Fastned revenues
Share of battery electric vehicles in car sales



We are only at the beginning of an exponentially growing market 
BEV adoption forecasts



Scaling up ahead of the curve



We attracted talented and mission-driven people 
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Fastned team delivered 6 stations into operation in less than 9 months

1 2

3 4

Construction of sites in France delivered in record time



First French stations already generating great customer feedback
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First stations already 
operational in France 
with many more to 
come

Customer experience 
at the heart of 
Fastned operations



● We won first tender for 18 fast charging stations on Sanef 
highways, bringing total number of acquired locations to 
31

● Secured 4 additional locations along VINCI autoroute, 
each with 8x300 kW fast chargers 

● Each charger in France is equipped with a payment 
terminal, offering customers additional means of payment

Electric freedom from Amsterdam 
to Lyon 



Hamilton
A site with 
capacity for up 
to 12 chargers 
by a key traffic 
artery in 
Scotland

UK network growing quickly, on key traffic arteries
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● Fastned’s strategy in the UK market is 
focussed more on commercial real estate 
and private landlords, rather than tenders 
on motorways

● The UK BEV market is gaining momentum 
and so is Fastned’s UK network, with more 
than 20 locations acquired and many more 
in the development pipeline

● Stations are located on key traffic arteries 
of the UK transport network, particularly 
along A roads and motorway exists, and 
present the typical characteristics of all 
Fastned stations: 1) high-traffic; 2) large and 
scalable; 3) long term

● Some of the locations currently being built 
in the country will be flagship stations for 
Fastned and the UK as a whole

A different strategy leading to the same results: large and scalable stations on high-traffic roads

1

1
2

2
Oxford
Once finalised, part of the largest hub in the UK with 
14 chargers installed, each delivering up to 300 kW

Operational

Construction



Best-in-class customer experience

Google reviews

4.4 / 5



● Strong revenue growth due to strong BEV market 
momentum and corona measures partially being 
lifted

● Gross profit margin affected by the increase in energy 
procurement costs in the last part of 2021

● Strong operational EBITDA growth (per station 
+116%), as a result of operational leverage

● Network expansion costs increased  due to 
acceleration in new hires in 2021 to support the 
construction and development of the pipeline

● Underlying net profit - as expected at the current 
phase of BEV adoption - was negative, at €16.4m

● Capex grew by 4x on the back of an acceleration in 
station openings and additions of chargers in 2021

2021 financial results
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2021 highlights

€ million 20-19 21-20 2019 2020 2021
Revenues related to charging 37% 98% 4.5 6.3 12.4

Gross profit related to charging 41% 67% 3.7 5.2 8.7
Gross margin related to charging 81% 83% 71%

Network operation costs 37% 49% (3.1) (4.3) (6.4)
Operational EBITDA 60% 171% 0.5 0.9 2.4
Network expansion costs 23% 45% (3.8) (4.7) (6.8)
Underlying company EBITDA (3.3) (3.8) (4.4)
Exceptional items (3.1) (0.1) (8.2)
EBITDA (6.3) (3.9) (12.6)
D&A and provisions (3.0) (4.1) (5.9)
Finance income/(cost) (2.7) (4.4) (6.2)
Underlying net profit (9.0) (12.3) (16.4)
Net profit (12.0) (12.4) (24.6)

Capex (10)% 331% 9.4 8.5 36.6

Cash level 19.3 33.9 128.6

YoY Change



Fastned revenue potential: BEV stock growth x fast charging 
growth x right location growth

● Fast charging demand 
accelerating

○ 10-20x more BEVs 

○ 2-4x more fast 
charging

○ = 45x more fast 
charging

● High traffic locations are 
paramount to capture this 
market

● Fastned # locations to grow 
5x

● Revenue potential growing 
accordingly

1) the Netherlands penetration at ~2% and expected to reach ~20% by 2030
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Fastned 2021 
Revenue related to 

charging

~€12m

Fastned’s  revenue 
potential

BEV stock  growth1 Fast charging share 
growth2

Fastned # of stations 
(on right locations)

Fast charging market 2020-30
Capturing the market:

Right locations

10-20x

2-4x

188 → 1,000

B

C

D

~45x ~5x AxBxCxD

A

1) derived from Schmidt Automotive research forecasts, 2) derived from fast charge share projections by TNO, McKinsey, Boston Consulting Group and ChargeUp Europe 



Public fast charging to significantly increase its share in the 
charging mix and TWh volume

Public DC Public AC Private
29

Boston Consulting Group 
(April 2021)

ChargeUp Europe 
(June 2021)

McKinsey 
(October 2018)

2020 2030

~0.5 TWh

>25 TWh

TWh market potential

>50% CAGR



Newer adopters have less ability to 
charge at home

2017-2019 2020-20222015-2016 

Fast charging share continues to increase
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Fast charging is increasingly 
convenient (speed and availability)

Results in a continuously 
increasing fast charging 
share

Fastned Dutch (fast charging) 
sales have always outgrown the 
growth in BEV stock (save at 
early Corona lockdowns)

1

2
1

3

Revenue from electricity sale NL Number of BEVs in NL

Fastned NL electricity revenue vs. BEVs registered



High traffic locations capture fast charging volume
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● Lessons from one of the most 
mature BEV charging markets 
worldwide

● Fastned operates 20-25% of the fast 
charging locations in the 
Netherlands

● But responsible for >60% of fast 
charging volume2

● Meaning Fastned locations do ~5x 
more sales than other locations

● This is driven by high traffic

● >90% of Fastned stations on 
motorways, highest traffic roads in 
the Netherlands

1) Source: Laadpastop10.nl 2) Source: several charge card operators and Cirrantec, volumes exclude Tesla location volumes

NL fast charging locations1

NL fast charging volume2

Others



Traffic x BEV fleet penetration generates charging demand

● General traffic at Dutch Fastned 
stations of >30k cars / day

● Small percentage are BEVs, but 
growing to 20% in 2030

● Capture rate of BEV traffic (no. of BEVs 
passing by that stop and charge) 
consistent

● By 2030, ~10 charger station at full 
utilisation needed to satisfy demand

1) Estimate based 2030 Dutch EV penetration target, 2) Dutch government target. Several market forecasts are higher, e.g. Steinbuch and Schmidt

1

Dutch government target: 
~20% EV penetration

32

Fastned NL session per station vs. BEV fleet penetration



Average station
Q1 2022

Top 5 station 
Mar 2022

2.3%1 2.9%

~30k ~90k

10.2% 23%

191 647

€119k3 €359k3

69 (58%/36ct) 208 (58%/36ct)

404 404

29 168

429 608

6.7% 28%

> 30% > 40%

Station metrics shows potential of Fastned business case

1) Average across NL, DE and UK weighted by the number of stations in each country, 2) Average traffic pre-COVID, 3) Annualized revenue related to charging for the period, 4) H1 2021 numbers (average of the period)

€k

BEV fleet penetration

Average daily traffic2

Utilisation

Average MWh delivered (Yearly)

Annualised revenue / station

Gross margin

Operating costs per station

Operational EBITDA (B)

Initial investment (A)

ROIC (= B / A)

ROIC at 30% utilisation, current 
charge speed
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Revenue / sales per station is 
driven by general traffic x BEV 
fleet penetration

Top 5 station has ~3x more 
general traffic, hence ~3x more 
sales

Top 5 station shows potential at 
2-3x more BEV fleet penetration

2-3x more BEV fleet penetration 
expected by ~2023-2025



Average station
Q1 2022

2030 NL motorway 
station (TNO)

2.3%1 20%

4.3 ~12

52 120

10.2% 20%

191 2,500

€119k2

69 (58%/36ct/kWh)

40 (10k/charger)3

29

429 (100k/charger)

6.7%

> 30%

Station metrics shows potential of Fastned business case

1) Average across NL, DE and UK weighted by the number of stations in each country, 2) Annualized revenue related to charging for the period, 3) H1 2021 numbers (average of the period), 4) Based on 20% BEV fleet penetration, motorway 
charging going from 5% charge share in 2020 to 10% charge share in 2030, TNO gets to 2.5GWh fast charge demand on average across the 245 motorway service areas

€k

BEV fleet penetration

Number of chargers

Charge speed

Utilisation

Average MWh delivered (Yearly)

Annualised revenue / station

Gross margin

Operating costs per station

Operational EBITDA (B)

Initial investment (A)

ROIC (= B / A)

ROIC at 30% utilisation, current 
charge speed
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Research agency TNO assessed 
motorway service area fast 
charging demand, commissioned 
by Dutch government

TNO estimates 2.5GWh annual 
demand per location4

Operating costs and investment 
driven by number of chargers

Increase in number of chargers 
limited, due to spare capacity 
and increasing charge speeds

This drives ROIC potential 
further



Electricity price increase currently affecting margins

Increase in sale price in mid-November of 
€0.08/kWh (ex VAT) 

Slightly lower income from the sale of HBEs 
versus previous quarters

Gross margin in Q1 22 at €0.36/kWh vs. Q4 21 at 
€0.36/kWh and €0.44/kWh in Q3 21

● Wholesale electricity price in the Netherlands at 
circa €19ct/kWh currently

Forward prices indicate medium term downward 
trend

1

2

1) Representative price for the Netherlands, 2) Unaudited

Source: Scholt/EEX 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Forward price NL c. 23 ct 19 ct 14 ct 13 ct 13 ct -

Forward price DE c. 24 ct 24 ct 19 ct 16 ct 15 ct 13 ct

1

2

1 2
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Fastned financial metrics per kWh sold



Financial results & drivers

€ million 20-19 21-20 2019 2020 2021
Revenues related to charging 37% 98% 4.5 6.3 12.4

Gross profit related to charging 41% 67% 3.7 5.2 8.7
Gross margin related to charging 81% 83% 71%

Network operation costs 37% 49% (3.1) (4.3) (6.4)
Operational EBITDA 60% 171% 0.5 0.9 2.4
Network expansion costs 23% 45% (3.8) (4.7) (6.8)
Underlying company EBITDA (3.3) (3.8) (4.4)
Exceptional items (3.1) (0.1) (8.2)
EBITDA (6.3) (3.9) (12.6)
D&A and provisions (3.0) (4.1) (5.9)
Finance income/(cost) (2.7) (4.4) (6.2)
Underlying net profit (9.0) (12.3) (16.4)
Net profit (12.0) (12.4) (24.6)

Capex (10)% 331% 9.4 8.5 36.6

Cash level 19.3 33.9 128.6

YoY Change
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1

2

3

4

5

Revenue drivers
Number of stations (see near term targets)
Revenue per station (general traffic x BEV fleet penetration 
development x capture rate x session size (charge speed) x price)

1

2 Gross margin improving over the coming years (from Q1 2022)
Electricity price reduction (forward price)
Fast charge capacity shortage expected over medium term, at right 
locations

3 Network operation costs driven by 
Number of chargers per station
Will grow slower than sales because of higher charge speeds and 
spare capacity
Relatively stable on a per charger basis (€10-12k in 2021)

Network expansion costs driven by station rollout

Relative stable on per station built basis (€154k in 2021)

4

Capex drivers 
Bigger stations, 6-8 chargers per station in current budget
Total installation costs of ~ EUR 95k per charger and grid costs of 
~EUR 15k per charger (only for new stations) in current budget, 
pre-subsidies

5

6



We aim to further accelerate our construction pace in 2022

1) Excluding 13 retrofitted MisterGreen stations

Stations

65

2021

N
ew

253188To
ta

l

441

22 Target

47%

Growth

34%

Chargers

190

2021

U
pg

ra
de

s

>1,200759To
ta

l
164

22 Target

16%

Growth

>58%
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Report of activities - Tasks and Responsibilities 

Tasks and responsibilities of FAST

FAST assesses whether its decisions as shareholder are in line with Fastned’s statutory goals, being:

1. Realising the mission of Fastned,
2. Ensuring the continuity of Fastned,
3. Representing the interest of the depository receipt holders.



● Adoption of the annual statement over 2021

● Discharging of the members of the management board and the members of the supervisory board, as well as to the 
dismissal and appointment of supervisory board members

● Providing a proxy for the issue of ordinary shares and to exclude its pre-emptive rights in the execution of its mission 
and option plan

● Execution of the issue of new DRs to employees in accordance with the conditions of the employee stock option plan

Report of activities - Decisions taken



Key milestones for Fastned to achieve its mission

● Fastned built more fast charging stations
● Upgraded existing stations with faster chargers
● Delivered more renewable electricity to more customers, acquired 

locations to build new stations, and
● Hired talented new people to accelerate the transition to

electric mobility

Special milestone

●  Raised €150 million through an accelerated bookbuild in Q1 2021 

More details can be found in the published Fast Board report 2021. 

Report of activities - Conclusion -  
Milestones to achieve the mission



External questions



● Proposal for amendment of articles of association Fastned 
Administratie Stichting, for approval by depository receipt 
holders 

Agenda item for vote 
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